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A six-dimensional potential energy surface (PES) for the interaction of two rigid propane molecules
was determined from supermolecular ab initio calculations up to the coupled cluster with single,
double, and perturbative triple excitations level of theory for 9452 configurations. An analytical site-
site potential function with 14 sites per molecule was fitted to the calculated interaction energies. To
validate the analytical PES, the second virial coefficient and the dilute gas shear viscosity and thermal
conductivity of propane were computed. The dispersion part of the potential function was slightly
adjusted such that quantitative agreement with the most accurate experimental data for the second virial
coefficient at room temperature was achieved. The adjusted PES yields values for the three properties
that are in very good agreement with the best experimental data at all temperatures. Published by AIP

Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4978412]

I. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of the thermophysical properties of a
fluid requires precise knowledge of the potential energy sur-
face (PES) describing the interactions between the individual
molecules. For dilute gases, the thermophysical properties are
governed solely by binary interactions and therefore by the pair
potentials, which can be determined with high accuracy for
small molecules, see, for example, Refs. 1–6, using quantum-
chemical ab initio methods. Provided that the pair potential
functions are available, it is straightforward to calculate the
second virial coefficient using statistical thermodynamics and
the transport properties in the dilute gas limit using the kinetic
theory of molecular gases.7–9 At higher densities, it is impor-
tant to account for nonadditive contributions to the interaction
energy, at least at the three-body level, even for nonpolar and
weakly polar substances.10,11

Propane (C3H8) is an important fluid with a wide range of
practical applications. It is used as a fuel, a propellant, a refrig-
erant (R-290), and a chemical feedstock. Furthermore, it is
utilized as a reference fluid in corresponding states approaches
for the prediction of thermophysical properties. In all of these
applications, there is a need for accurate thermophysical prop-
erty values. However, most of the available experimental data
for the thermodynamic and transport properties of propane are
restricted to temperatures below 650 K.

Interactions between two propane molecules have been
studied using high-level quantum-chemical ab initio methods
by Gupta et al.,12 by Tsuzuki et al.,13–15 and by Jalkanen
et al.,16 but only Jalkanen et al.

16 fitted an analytical func-
tion to ab initio calculated interaction energies. Their site-site
potential function was fitted to 1239 points on the PES obtained
from supermolecular calculations using second-order Møller–
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and a 6-311+G(2df,2pd)
basis set.

a)Electronic mail: robert.hellmann@uni-rostock.de

In this work, we present a new pair potential for propane.
It is based on supermolecular ab initio calculations up to the
coupled cluster with single, double, and perturbative triple
excitations [CCSD(T)]17 level of theory for 9452 points on the
PES. A site-site potential function with 14 sites per molecule
was fitted to the calculated interaction energies and validated
by calculating the second virial coefficient and the dilute
gas shear viscosity and thermal conductivity. The analytical
potential function was further improved by performing an
empirical adjustment using the most accurate experimental
data for the second virial coefficient at room temperature as
guidance. We also calculated the product of the molar den-
sity and the self-diffusion coefficient for the dilute gas limit,
but there are no experimental data at low densities with which
to compare. All thermophysical properties were computed for
a large number of temperatures in the range from 150 K to
1200 K.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we sum-
marize the development of the new intermolecular potential
function. In Sec. III, we present the computational details and
results for the second virial coefficient and do the same for the
transport properties in Sec. IV. A summary and conclusions
are given in Sec. V.

II. INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL
A. Monomer geometry

The PES of two propane molecules is a 60-dimensional
hypersurface if all inter- and intra-molecular degrees of free-
dom are considered. If both propane molecules are approxi-
mated as rigid rotors, the PES is only six-dimensional. Such
an approach might be expected to be problematic at high tem-
peratures due to the hindered rotations of the two methyl
groups in each molecule, which have a torsional barrier of
about 1660 K.18 However, the average strength of the long-
range attractive interactions and the “hard core volume” of
each molecule, which are the features of the PES that mainly
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determine the second virial coefficient and the transport prop-
erties, should not be significantly affected by the rotation of the
methyl groups. Therefore, at least for the present application,
the rigid-rotor approximation should be valid.

The monomer geometry was determined fully ab initio

in several steps. First, a geometry optimization was per-
formed at the all-electron CCSD(T) level of theory using the
cc-pwCV5Z basis set19 to obtain the best possible equilibrium
geometry. Then, a geometry optimization was performed at the
frozen-core CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ20 level, followed by a cubic
force-field calculation at the same level of theory to obtain a
zero-point vibrationally averaged geometry. Finally, the dif-
ferences in the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms between
the vibrationally averaged structure and the equilibrium struc-
ture at the frozen-core CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level were added
to the Cartesian coordinates of the all-electron CCSD(T)/
cc-pwCV5Z equilibrium structure. Thus, we obtained an
approximation to the zero-point vibrationally averaged geom-
etry at the all-electron CCSD(T)/cc-pwCV5Z level. The geom-
etry is provided in the supplementary material.

B. Ab initio calculation of interaction energies

Each configuration of two rigid propane molecules can
be expressed as a function of the distance R between the cen-
ters of mass of the two molecules and the five Euler angles
✓1,  1, ✓2,  2, and �. Details concerning the precise definition
of these angles can be found in the supplementary material.
Two sets of angular configurations were generated by vary-
ing all five angles in steps of 45� starting at 0� and 22.5�,
respectively, resulting in a total of 949 (405 + 544) distinct
angular configurations. This is the same angular grid as in
our study of the pair potential of ethylene oxide.21 Twelve
center-of-mass separations were considered for each angular
configuration, with 2.0 Å 6 R 6 9.0 Å for the first set of
angles and 2.25 Å 6 R 6 10.0 Å for the second one, resulting
in 11 388 configurations. However, 1936 configurations with
small values of R were discarded because of excessive over-
lap of the two molecules so that the final grid comprised 9452
configurations.

The interaction energies V (R, ✓1, 1, ✓2, 2, �) were cal-
culated employing the counterpoise-corrected supermolecu-
lar approach22 at the frozen-core resolution of identity MP2
(RI-MP2)23,24 level of theory with the RI-JK approxima-
tion25,26 for the Hartree–Fock (HF) part. The aug-cc-pVXZ27

basis sets with X = 3 (T) and X = 4 (Q) and corresponding
cc-pVXZ-JKFIT28 and aug-cc-pVXZ-MP2FIT29 auxiliary
basis sets were used for these calculations. We checked that,
for a given value of X, the differences between the interaction
energies obtained in this way and those obtained using the stan-
dard MP2 method are negligibly small. The correlation parts
of the interaction energies, VRI-MP2 corr, were extrapolated to
the complete basis set (CBS) limit using the two-point scheme
recommended by Halkier et al.,

30

VRI-MP2 corr(X) = V

CBS
RI-MP2 corr + ↵X

�3. (1)

The HF contributions were not extrapolated to the CBS limit
because they are essentially converged at the X = 4 basis set
level. For several configurations, we also performed calcula-
tions for X = 5 in order to compare RI-MP2/CBS interaction

energies obtained using X = 3 and X = 4 with those obtained
using X = 4 and X = 5. The differences are usually less than
0.1% and therefore negligible.

To further improve the accuracy of the interaction ener-
gies, we performed counterpoise-corrected supermolecular
calculations also at the frozen-core CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
level for all 9452 configurations and added the differences
between the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
interaction energies to the RI-MP2/CBS ones. Thus, an
approximation to the frozen-core CCSD(T)/CBS level was
obtained. The CCSD(T) correction is mostly negative in the
well region and mostly positive in the repulsive region. For
about 80% of the configurations, it changes the interaction
energy by less than 5%.

The results of the ab initio calculations for the 9452 inves-
tigated configurations of two propane molecules can be found
in the supplementary material. The orca31 and cfour32 pro-
grams were used for all RI-MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations,
respectively, reported in this work.

C. Analytical potential function

A site-site potential function with 14 sites per molecule
was fitted to the calculated interaction energies. Each individ-
ual site-site interaction is represented as
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The total intermolecular potential is obtained as the sum of all
site-site interactions,

V (R, ✓1, 1, ✓2, 2, �) =
14X

i=1

14X

j=1

V

ij

(R
ij

). (4)

Different basic arrangements of the 14 sites, consistent with the
C23 symmetry of propane, were tested. In the chosen arrange-
ment, there are seven different types of sites, resulting in 28
different types of site-site combinations. The parameters A, ↵,
b, C6, and C8 for these 28 combinations, the site charges q, and
the Cartesian coordinates of the sites within the molecule were
fully optimized in a non-linear least-squares fit to the 9452 cal-
culated interaction energies using a weighting function4 given
by

4 =
exp


0.005

⇣
R/Å

⌘3
�

f
1 + 10�6(V/K + 1000)2

g2
. (5)

The denominator of this function was chosen such that the
weight of configurations increases with the interaction energy
decreasing towards its global minimum (Vmin ⇡ �1000 K),
while the numerator ensures that the asymptotic region of the
PES is adequately fitted. The site charges were constrained to
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FIG. 1. Visualization of the optimized positions of the 14 interaction sites in
the propane molecule.

yield neutral molecules with a dipole moment of 0.085 D.
This value was obtained as a byproduct of the calculation
of the equilibrium geometry at the all-electron CCSD(T)/
cc-pwCV5Z level (see Sec. II A) and is close to the exper-
imental value of 0.083 D.34 The optimized positions of the
14 sites are visualized in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2, the fitted interaction energies are plotted against
the corresponding ab initio ones for energies up to 10 000 K.
The mean absolute error (MAE) of the fit is 1.48 K for negative
interaction energies, 15.7 K for positive ones up to 2000 K,
and 95.1 K between 2000 K and 10 000 K. In the interval
from 10 000 K to the highest interaction energies of about
180 000 K, the MAE increases even further. However, this
region of the PES is of very little importance for the present
application.

In our previous work on the CH4–CH4,1 CH4–N2,35

and CH4–CO2
36 PESs, we also employed zero-point vibra-

tionally averaged monomer geometries and the highly accurate
CCSD(T) method and extrapolated the interaction energies
to the CBS limit. Nevertheless, the calculated values for the
second virial coefficient of pure CH4 and the CH4–N2 and
CH4–CO2 cross second virial coefficients turned out to be
systematically too positive in comparison with most experi-
mental data sets. The main reason for the observed discrepan-
cies is that using vibrationally averaged monomer geometries
only partly accounts for vibrational effects on the interaction

FIG. 2. Interaction energies from the fitted analytical potential function
versus the ab initio calculated values. The red line is a guide to the eye
corresponding to a perfect fit.

energies. Vibrations strongly increase the average polarizabil-
ities of hydrocarbons and hence the strength of dispersion
interactions involving hydrocarbons.37–40 However, by adjust-
ing a single dispersion-related parameter for each PES, we
were able to bring the calculated values of the second virial
coefficients into excellent agreement with the best experimen-
tal data at all temperatures.1,35,36 In the present work, we have
adjusted the fitted C6 and C8 parameters for the interactions

FIG. 3. Pair potential of two rigid
propane molecules as a function of the
center-of-mass distance R for 10 of the
949 investigated angular orientations
(hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).
The ab initio calculated values are rep-
resented by symbols, the fitted potential
function by solid lines, and the adjusted
potential function by dotted lines. The
dashed lines represent the PES of Jalka-
nen et al.

16 for the two orientations
indicated by dark blue symbols.
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of the three sites closest to the carbon atoms in molecule 1
with the respective three sites in molecule 2. Each of the C6
parameters was changed by the same amount �C6, while the
C8 parameters were adjusted by an amount �C8 that was cho-
sen such that the ratio of �C8 and �C6 is equal to the ratio of
the isotropic averages of the total C8 and C6 dispersion coef-
ficients of propane as determined by Thomas et al.

41 Thus,
there is only a single adjustable parameter in this procedure.
The best experimental data for the second virial coefficient at
room temperature were used as reference for the adjustment,
see Sec. III for details.

Figure 3 shows the distance dependence of the ab initio

calculated interaction energies, of the fitted potential func-
tion, and of the adjusted potential function for 10 of the 949
investigated angular configurations. Furthermore, the distance
dependence of the PES of Jalkanen et al.

16 is depicted for two
of these orientations. It can be seen that the adjustment of the
present PES does not significantly alter its qualitative features
and that the PES of Jalkanen et al. is too repulsive in the well
region, which is mainly due to the relatively small (by today’s
standards) 6-311+G(2df,2pd) basis set used.

The unadjusted potential function exhibits a total of 41
symmetry-distinct minima, whereas the adjusted one exhibits
40. All minimum structures and the corresponding interaction
energies are listed in the supplementary material. A Fortran
90 routine computing the analytical potential function is also
provided there.

III. SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT

The classical second virial coefficient for a pure gas
composed of rigid molecules is given by

B

cl
2 (T ) = �1

2

⌅ 1

0

⌦
f12

↵
⌦1,⌦2

dR, (6)

where

f12 = exp
"
�V (R,⌦1,⌦2)

kBT

#
� 1. (7)

Here, T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, R is
the distance vector between the centers of mass of the two
molecules, ⌦1 and ⌦2 represent their angular orientations,
and the angle brackets denote an average over ⌦1 and ⌦2.
For molecules with masses and principal moments of inertia
as large as in the case of propane, quantum effects can be accu-
rately taken into account semiclassically by replacing the pair
potential V in Eq. (7) by the quadratic Feynman–Hibbs (QFH)
effective pair potential.42 The QFH potential for two identical
asymmetric-top molecules takes the form
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where m is the molecular mass; x, y, and z are the Cartesian
components of R; I

a

, I

b

, and I

c

are the principal moments
of inertia; and the angles  

a,n,  
b,n, and  

c,n correspond to
rotations of the nth molecule around its principal axes.

We calculated the second virial coefficient of propane
at 121 temperatures in the range from 150 K to 1200 K,
as well as at all temperatures for which experimental data
are available, by means of the Mayer-sampling Monte Carlo
(MSMC) method of Singh and Kofke.43 The hard-sphere fluid
with a sphere diameter of 6 Å was employed as reference
system. Results were obtained simultaneously at all temper-
atures by performing multi-temperature simulations,5,10,43 in

FIG. 4. Deviations, �=B2 � B

QFH
2,adj , of

selected experimental data,44–51 of val-
ues derived from the current reference
EOS,52 and of calculated values for
the second virial coefficient of propane
from values calculated semiclassically
with the adjusted analytical potential
function as a function of temperature.
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which the absolute value of the integrand at 150 K was used
as the sampling distribution. The second derivatives needed
to compute the QFH potential [see Eq. (8)] were evaluated
analytically. To avoid unphysical negative interaction ener-
gies at very small intermolecular separations R, the potential
was set to infinity when R was smaller than 2 Å or when
any of the site-site distances between the two molecules were
smaller than 1.2 Å. In each MC step, one of the molecules
was displaced and rotated, and the maximum step sizes for
the moves were adjusted in short equilibration periods to
achieve acceptance rates of 50%. Calculated virial coeffi-
cients from eight independent simulation runs of 2⇥ 1010 steps
were averaged. The final results are converged to better than
0.15 cm3 mol 1 at all temperatures. They are listed for both
the unadjusted and the adjusted potential in the supplementary
material.

In Fig. 4, the values for the second virial coefficient cal-
culated semiclassically using the adjusted potential function,
B

QFH
2,adj, are compared with values calculated semiclassically

using the unadjusted potential function, B

QFH
2,unadj, and classically

using the adjusted one, B

cl
2,adj, as well as with selected experi-

mental data44–51 and values derived from the current reference
equation of state (EOS) of Lemmon et al.

52 The experimental
values of Trusler et al.

50 and of Glos et al.

51 at 300 K were
used as reference for the adjustment of the analytical potential
function described in Sec. II C, which lowers the calculated
value of the second virial coefficient at this temperature from

347.0 cm3 mol 1 to 384.8 cm3 mol 1. The figure shows that
the B

QFH
2,adj values are in excellent agreement with all data points

of Trusler et al.,50 of Glos et al.,51 and of Thomas and Harri-
son,47 which together cover temperatures from 225 K to 623 K.
This is remarkable considering the large differences between
B

QFH
2,unadj and B

QFH
2,adj.

Based on the comparison with the experimental data, a
reasonable estimate of the combined expanded uncertainty Uc
(95% confidence level) for B

QFH
2,adj is

Uc

⇣
B

QFH
2,adj

⌘
= max

f
0.06

⇣
B

QFH
2,unadj � B

QFH
2,adj

⌘
, 2 cm3 mol�1

g
,
(9)

which is also depicted in Fig. 4.

IV. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
A. Theory and computational details

The transport properties in the dilute gas limit (i.e., the
limit of zero density) can be calculated very efficiently using
kinetic theory.7–9 The shear viscosity ⌘ in this limit is given
for a pure gas consisting of polyatomic molecules as

⌘ =
kBT

h3i
f

(n)
⌘

S(2000)
, (10)

where hvi = 4(kBT/⇡m)1/2 is the average relative thermal
speed,S(2000) is a temperature-dependent generalized cross
section, and f

(n)
⌘ is an nth-order correction factor accounting for

higher basis-function terms in the perturbation-series expan-
sion of the solution of the Boltzmann equation.7 Assuming
that the vibrational states of the molecules do not change dur-
ing collisions and that the vibrational motion of the molecules

does not influence their trajectories, the thermal conductivity
� in the dilute gas limit can be written as a sum of a rigid-rotor
contribution and a vibrational contribution,53–55

� = �rr + �vib. (11)

The rigid-rotor contribution is given as
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and S
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ij

are its minors. The dimensionless parameter r is given
by

r =

 
2
5

Crot

kB

!1/2

, (14)

where Crot is the rotational contribution to the ideal gas
heat capacity. The vibrational contribution to the thermal
conductivity can be written as53–55

�vib = NACvib⇢mDself, (15)

where NA is Avogadro’s constant, Cvib is the vibrational con-
tribution to the ideal gas heat capacity, ⇢m is the molar density,
and Dself is the self-diffusion coefficient. The product of the
molar density and the self-diffusion coefficient in the dilute
gas limit is given as

⇢mDself =
kBT

NAmh3i
f

(n)
Dself

�0(1000)
, (16)

where �0(1000) denotes the so-called self-part of the cross
sectionS(1000).55

We computed the higher-order correction factors f

(n)
⌘ ,

f

(n)
�rr

, and f

(n)
Dself

up to n = 3, n = 2, and n = 2, respectively, using
expressions given in Refs. 6 and 55. Values of Cvib for propane
were obtained from the formulation of the ideal gas heat
capacity given by Lemmon et al.

52

All generalized cross sections were calculated in the
rigid-rotor approximation by means of the classical trajectory
method using an extended version of the traject software
code.56,57 Classical trajectories describing collisions of two
propane molecules were obtained by integrating Hamil-
ton’s equations for rigid asymmetric tops from pre-to post-
collisional values. The initial and final separations were set
to 500 Å. Total-energy-dependent generalized cross sections
in the center-of-mass frame, which are 13-dimensional inte-
grals over the initial states of the trajectories,57 were calculated
by means of a simple Monte Carlo procedure utilizing quasi-
random numbers. The calculations were performed for 27
values of the total energy, E = Etr + Erot, divided into the
three ranges 75 K 6 E 6 500 K, 500 K 6 E 6 4000 K, and
4000 K 6 E 6 25 000 K. In each range, the energies were
chosen as the pivot points for Chebyshev interpolation of the
cross sections as a function of ln(E). Up to 2⇥ 106 trajectories
were computed at each total energy value. For E < 500 K, the
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FIG. 5. Relative deviations, � = (⌘ � ⌘adj)/⌘adj, of selected experimental
data,60–62 of a correlation,62 and of calculated values for the shear viscosity
of dilute propane from values calculated using the adjusted analytical potential
function as a function of temperature.

number of trajectories had to be reduced because the compu-
tational demand required to calculate a trajectory with suffi-
cient accuracy increases with decreasing energy. For example,
only 200 000 trajectories were calculated at E = 75 K. How-
ever, the contributions of such low energies to the transport

properties at temperatures above 150 K are negligibly small.
An integration over E yielded temperature-dependent gener-
alized cross sections in the center-of-mass frame.57 Finally,
the center-of-mass cross sections were converted to laboratory
frame cross sections.57,58

B. Results

The higher-order correction factors f

(3)
⌘ , f

(2)
�rr

, and f

(2)
Dself

and

the ratio f

(3)
⌘ /f

(2)
⌘ differ from unity by at most +0.8%, +1.7%,

+0.3%, and +0.03%, respectively, which is in line with the
respective values obtained for other molecular gases.8,59 As
expected, the vibrational contribution to the thermal conduc-
tivity, �vib, increases rapidly with temperature. It amounts to
31.3%, 56.3%, and 82.8% of the total thermal conductivity �
at 150 K, 300 K, and 1200 K, respectively.

Calculated values of the dilute gas transport properties
at 96 temperatures in the range from 150 K to 1200 K are
listed for both the unadjusted and the adjusted potential in the
supplementary material. The relative standard uncertainties of
these values due to the Monte Carlo integration over the initial
states of the trajectories are smaller than 0.15% for viscos-
ity and self-diffusion and 0.3% for thermal conductivity at all
temperatures. The uncertainties due to the numerical integra-
tion of Hamilton’s equations and due to the limited number of
energy pivot points are negligible.

In Fig. 5, the viscosity values obtained using the adjusted
potential function, ⌘adj, are compared with those obtained
using the unadjusted one, ⌘unadj, with the experimental data
reported by Seibt et al.,60 by Wilhelm and Vogel,61 and by
Vogel and Herrmann,62 as well as with the zero-density part
of the correlation of Vogel and Herrmann.62 According to the
assessment of Vogel and Herrmann,62 the three selected data

FIG. 6. Relative deviations, � = (�
� �adj)/�adj, of selected experimental
data,63–75 of a correlation,74 of rec-
ommended reference values,76 and of
calculated values for the thermal con-
ductivity of dilute propane from values
calculated using the adjusted analytical
potential function as a function of
temperature.
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sets are the most accurate to date for propane in the dilute gas
phase with an uncertainty of only 0.3%. They are mutually
consistent and extend over the whole range of temperatures at
which experimental data for the gas phase are available (273 K
to 625 K). Thus, there is no need to include further data sets
in the comparison. The figure shows that the agreement of
the ⌘adj values with the three data sets is essentially perfect
around room temperature. At higher temperatures, the devi-
ations from ⌘adj increase to about +0.4%. The correlation of
Vogel and Herrmann62 fits the three experimental data sets
perfectly but deviates from ⌘adj by 5.2% at 150 K and 2.9%
at 1200 K. However, the correlation is valid only up to 650 K
and has an expanded uncertainty (95% confidence level) of 6%
below 273 K. Viscosity values obtained with the unadjusted
potential, ⌘unadj, deviate by +1.9% from ⌘adj around room tem-
perature, although the deviations decrease towards both lower
and higher temperatures.

Based on the comparison with the experimental data,
the relative combined expanded uncertainty (95% confidence
level) for ⌘adj is estimated to be 1% between 250 K and
700 K, increasing to 2% below 250 K and above 700 K. The
uncertainty estimate is also depicted in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 6, the thermal conductivity values obtained using
the adjusted potential function, �adj, are compared with those
obtained using the unadjusted one, �unadj, with a large number
of experimental data sets,63–75 with the zero-density part of
the correlation of Marsh et al.,74 and with the recommended
reference values of Younglove and Ely.76 We extrapolated the
data of Zheng et al.

72 at 323.75 K and the steady-state hot-wire
data of Marsh et al.

74 to zero pressure. The transient hot-wire
data of Marsh et al. from the same paper74 are not included
in the comparison because these authors found them to be
affected by large systematic errors in the dilute gas phase. For
all other data sets shown in Fig. 6, we used the values from
the original papers for the zero-density limit or, where such
values were not provided, for the lowest pressure. The figure
shows that most of the experimental data and the recommended
values of Younglove and Ely agree remarkably well with �adj,
but deviate systematically from �unadj, which differs from �adj
in a similar manner as ⌘unadj from ⌘adj.

The relative combined expanded uncertainty (95% con-
fidence level) for �adj is estimated to be 3% between 250 K
and 700 K, increasing to 5% below 250 K and above 700 K.
This estimate is not only based on the comparison with the
experimental data but also takes into account that the approx-
imations involved in the kinetic theory approach used in this
work affect the thermal conductivity more significantly than
the other transport properties. The uncertainty estimate is also
depicted in Fig. 6.

There are no experimental data for the self-diffusion coef-
ficient of dilute propane with which to compare. The relative
combined expanded uncertainty (95% confidence level) for
⇢mDself is conservatively estimated to be 2% between 250 K
and 700 K, increasing to 3% below 250 K and above 700 K.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new six-dimensional intermolecular PES for two
rigid propane molecules has been developed. It is based on

counterpoise-corrected supermolecular ab initio calculations
at the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ and RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ lev-
els of theory for 9452 configurations. The calculated interac-
tion energies were extrapolated to the CBS limit and further
improved by adding a correction for the higher CCSD(T)
level of theory computed using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.
A site-site potential function with 14 sites per molecule and
isotropic site-site interactions was fitted to the calculated inter-
action energies. In order to properly account for zero-point
vibrational effects, the potential function was adjusted in a
physically reasonable manner to reproduce the most accurate
experimental data for the second virial coefficient at room
temperature.

The new PES was validated by computing the second
virial coefficient and the dilute gas shear viscosity and ther-
mal conductivity. For all three properties, the comparison with
the best available experimental data showed remarkably good
agreement at all temperatures for the adjusted PES and large
systematic deviations for the unadjusted one, thus demonstrat-
ing the appropriateness of the adjustment procedure. Further-
more, it can be concluded that the presence of methyl groups,
which can undergo a hindered rotation, does not significantly
affect the accuracy of the rigid-rotor approximation for the
calculation of the second virial coefficient and the dilute gas
transport properties. The product of molar density and self-
diffusion coefficient in the dilute gas limit was also computed,
but there are no experimental data to compare with. Calculated
values for all thermophysical properties are provided at tem-
peratures from 150 K to 1200 K in the supplementary material.
They can be used to supplement the best experimental data in
the development of advanced reference correlations. A recent
example of such an approach is the new reference correlation
for the thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide.77

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the monomer geome-
try, details of the Euler angles used, results of the ab initio

calculations for all 9452 investigated configurations of two
propane molecules, a Fortran 90 routine computing the ana-
lytical potential function, a list of the minimum structures, and
tables of calculated values for the second virial coefficient and
the dilute gas transport properties.
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